Every day Cellwood Dispersing systems are in Operation worldwide. Optimizing performance and increasing the yield is a main target to meet market demands.

Cellwood can offer you a cost-effective solution which will give you a system in top condition with increased profit.

- Improved performance
- Raised productivity
- Lowered down time
- Saved energy

We will:
- Check your overall process.
- Check each machine in detail.
- Tune the system.
- Suggest improvement and upgrades available.
Cellwood Machinery develops, manufactures and supplies machinery and systems for the pulp and paper industry. Our aim is constant development, leading to cost-effective machinery and energy savings for our customers. Cellwood Machinery always provides an operational guarantee and undertakes everything from engineering and drawing documentation to complete installations.

Cellwood Machinery is a world leader in pulper design and dispersing systems. We are represented in all countries by our own personnel or agents. For further information, visit our website www.cellwood.se.

Cellwood Machinery is part of the Swedish family-owned industrial group The Cellwood Group, which has around 350 employees.